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“Canada’s family demographics have reached a point
where Millennials are parents of young children – which

means digital technology is now an innate skill for the
entire family. The result has been that tech plays a vital

role in the typical family household – especially after the
COVID-19 pandemic made virtual work and school the

norm."
- Scott Stewart, Senior Tech & Media Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• The impact of COVID-19 on families and their tech usage and purchases
• Tech device ownership and usage among children
• Parents’ concerns about tech in the home and the rules they have in place around it
• Understanding the role tech can play in offering parents peace of mind, even if devices

and services are used infrequently.

Tech devices like smartphones, tablets and personal computers are no longer just accessories for
families – they are integral tools to keep connected, organized and entertained. And it is not just for
parents; many children own their own devices and have TVs and smart speakers in their rooms.

The COVID-19 pandemic has made the value of tech for families even more salient. As more parents
stay home to work and children depend on e-learning to keep up with school, technology has taken on
a new level of importance.
Overall, the analysis in this Report shows how important tech is to families and the way it is used by
both adults and children. At the same time, it highlights some of the challenges for tech within families
and the barriers these companies face. The modern Canadian family depends heavily on technology to
help make life easier on a daily basis – but also harbours underlying concerns about over-usage that
companies need to be highly sensitive to in order to connect with these consumers.
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The market is set for price to become a more important factor
Figure 9: Spotify Canada Twitter post, August 2020
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Big three telecoms make family sharing easy

Google has built family tech into its marketing structure
Figure 10: Thank You, Teachers, August 2020

Facebook Portal is making families its target audience
Figure 11: Portal from Facebook Instagram post, July 2020

Figure 12: Portal from Facebook – Closer, April 2020

Disney+ has built itself off of families
Figure 13: Start Streaming Now | Disney+, August 2019
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Figure 15: TELUS | Introducing Simple Share and Peace of Mind Plans, July 2019
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The most common concerns are about kids’ wellbeing
Figure 23: Parental concerns about kids’ tech usage, June 2020

Online safety is a chief concern for parents

Parents are more worried about kids being bullied than being the bully
Figure 24: Parental concerns about online bullying, by age of children, June 2020

A fear of online scams and threats is common across all parents
Figure 25: Parental concerns about others online, by age of children, June 2020

Parents of teens worry about the consequences of public social media activity

Addiction and obsession with tech are real concerns for parents
Figure 26: Agreement with statement ‘I worry my child will develop an addiction/obsession with tech’, by age of children, June 2020

Parents of young children worry about their wallets
Figure 27: Parental concerns about unexpected tech costs, by age of children, June 2020

Parents of young children take more steps to limit tech usage
Figure 28: Screen time limits and parental controls, by age of children, June 2020

Parents want to trust their children
Figure 29: Parents keeping in touch/track of teens, parents of 13-17s with own smartphone, June 2020

In-app purchases often require approval
Figure 30: Child needs approval before making in-app purchases, by age of children, June 2020

Quebec parents have fewer rules around tech
Figure 31: Rules for tech at home, Quebec vs overall, June 2020

Parents are depending on tech to entertain and educate
Figure 32: Family entertainment and education during COVID-19, by age of children, June 2020

Figure 33: Google Play Twitter post, April 2020

Many parents are spending money on family tech amid COVID-19
Figure 34: Family tech and media purchases during COVID-19, by household income, June 2020

Figure 35: Trolls Instagram post, April 2020

Using tech to connect and socialize
Figure 36: Family entertainment and education during COVID-19, Quebec vs overall, June 2020

Smartphones are a type of security measure
Figure 37: Galaxy A: Long Lasting Battery Life, January 2020

Figure 38: The new iPhone SE – Apple, April 2020

New innovations that can help parents rest easy

Smart home technology helps parents protect their families
Figure 39: Interested in smart home tech to protect my family, by number of income sources, June 2020
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Figure 40: Meet the Google Nest Secure alarm system, September 2017

Cloud services are a safe way to back up family photos and videos
Figure 41: Willing to pay for cloud service to back up photos/videos, by age of parent, June 2020
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